Voice Magic
1:1 PACKAGES
with Dr. Suzy Cater
Where we elevate your messaging to its next
trailblazing level of power, profitability and MAGIC
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Details of Packages:
01 Creative Fire Ignite Sessions
02 Two Week Intensives
03 À la Carte calls (for past clients only)
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Welcome to

the world of my 1:1 work!
Each of these 1:1 containers is designed to give you a game-changing
new perspective on your messaging, copy, and content, and to transform
the way you talk about your business.
This is where you reconnect to the power of YOUR unique voice, fully
pour straight from your soul.
This is also where you give voice to the spark in your heart and speak up
full-throated — from a place of inspiration and integrity — to draw in
more of the right people and claim the absolute brilliance of what you
do.
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own your gifts and genius, and share about your work with words that

What You Need To Know About Me…

Hi, I’m Dr. Suzy Cater.

I’m an expert in thought leader messaging and copywriting, who
helps visionary women entrepreneurs give voice to their inner fire
and use the power of their words to skyrocket their business profits.
I honed my expertise in language and its power while studying at
the University of Oxford and completing a Ph.D. in literature at New
York University. During that time, I won awards for my research on
the works of ground-breaking authors from underrepresented
backgrounds, who changed the course of literature (and sometimes
even history!) with their words.
Before starting my business, I also received awards for my
teaching, trained hundreds of graduate instructors as a Teaching
Fellow at NYU, and completed internships at The Sunday Times of
London and Bloomsbury Publishing House.
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I’ve written and consulted for international charities,
national franchises, leading EdTech companies, startups, and
New York Times bestselling authors. In addition, I’ve helped
hundreds of women creatives, coaches, and CEOs own the
uniqueness of their voices, stories, and gifts in a way that
creates exponential business growth.
My approach is a blend of intuitive channeled insights,
laser-focused strategy, thought-provoking questions that go
DEEP, and hands-on copywriting support.
I have a unique gift for seeing what’s truly holding you back
with your messaging, for pinpointing what you need to talk
about more, and for identifying the approach that will take
your words (and business!) completely next level.

CLIENT LOVE
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CLIENT LOVE
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(Subject to change at any time)
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2022 Packages

Voice Magic: Creative Fire Ignite

Perfect If You Want —

- An instant and totally transformative refresh of your approach to your messaging, which lights up your creative fire,
sparks your inspiration, and upgrades the energy behind all your words -- not by giving you “rules” to follow, but by
bringing your messaging back into 100% alignment with your soul gifts and purpose

- A laser-focused messaging strategy session for the upcoming launch of an offer or program, which gives you
immediate clarity around how to attract more of the RIGHT clients, counter objections with integrity, position your offer
in a way that genuinely reflects how incredible it is, and choose stories to share that attract and resonate with your
absolute dream customers

- To pinpoint exactly how your messaging could be upgraded in order to take your wealth, impact, and clients to an
entirely new level, in terms of WHO you’re drawing in, the EASE with which you’re selling, and the IMPACT your words
have, as you position yourself in a way that’s inimitable, iconic, and allllllllll about creating your legacy
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Voice Magic: Creative Fire Ignite
Includes:
1 x 90 min Activation and Strategy Call (valued at $1750) —
This is where we delve into who you are, where your deepest magic lies, clear any
blocks around sharing your messaging and offers, and activate the full power of
your voice that's longing to come out.
You'll walk away with transformational clarity precisely where you need it the
most, and with the sense that you now know how to talk about your work in a way
that feels amazing and draws in true soulmate clients.
Expect: channeling, deep-dive strategy work, lots of powerful language, and an
abundance of game-changing insights to come through around your voice, gifts,
and soul message during this call!
Afterward, you’ll receive a recording of it and a Masterdoc with all my notes.
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Voice Magic: Creative Fire Ignite
Plus, you’ll also receive these amazing BONUSES:
Million-dollar Messaging Brand Voice Book (valued at $297) — this game-changing book contains a selection of my
most powerful messaging questions, which will get you to think about your audience and brand in completely new ways. It
will show you how to position yourself in a way that conveys how incredible and unique your work is, and you can return
to it again and again for future messaging inspiration, as well as use it to guide future content or copywriting hires.
THIRTY days of access to my full Messaging Masterclass Library (valued at $1997) — this INCREDIBLE library
includes over a dozen video trainings on web copy, sales copy, launch emails, selling via social media, claiming your
thought leader message, communicating your unique framework and process, planning your welcome sequence emails,
speaking powerfully to your ideal clients’ desires, outlining the benefits of your work in a way that resonates deeply with
your dream customers, nourishing your inspiration, selling on livestream, and MORE!
Pre-call Sales Copy, Web Copy + Social Profiles Review (valued at $397) — this enables me to see where you’re
currently at with your messaging, and to give you clear recommendations during our call around how to take your words
to an entirely new level, moving forward.

Valued at: $4441 . Actual investment: $1750
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Client Love

Before working with Suzy, I was
struggling with defining my ideal client
and talking about myself and my
message. Now, I'm clear on what I really
want to do, what my mission is, and why
I have this mission. Plus I have it all
written down in beautiful language -my own language, that's true to me!
I feel super in alignment, and can
articulate so much better who I am and
what I do. And that showed, because
within a week of my call with Suzy, I
signed up two new coaching clients!

Jennifer Pielak

Sarah Ryan

Suzy's eyes are fine-tuned to pulling out
what makes YOU and what you have to
offer really shine through. She
understands the unique challenges
women entrepreneurs face in expressing
their voices, and creates a safe space
for this work -- which is so needed!

Working with Suzy was incredibly
clarifying. She asked me questions that
made me think about my business in
ways I never had before. She helped me
go deep into my business, into myself
and into understanding who I'm really
showing up to serve.

At the end of our call, I felt this huge
wave of calm come over me, like, "YES.
THIS is it. This is who I am and what my
business is about." Everything is flowing
so much easier now, and when I sit
down to write, the words just come!

Our work helped me see that different
groups of my audience require different
messaging to speak to them on a soul
level. This has made a HUGE difference
to how I show up... I'm so grateful for
what we achieved together!
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Nicole Müller

Dr. Carlene Gunsior

Suzy is a phenomenal connector of
women, and leading the charge on
women's leadership messaging! Before
our work together, I had so many parts
to my journey jumbled in my head.
Suzy drank in my plethora of
experiences and her brain did some
super gymnastics to help me see and
succinctly summarize my life's work. She
helped me anchor in my soul journey
and thought leader message, and
express them. That's some next level
messaging, if you ask me!

Dr. Edie Moore

Emma Tynan

Before working with Suzy, I felt my
messaging wasn't totally clear. But she
immediately connected to what I
wanted to communicate and opened
my eyes to the many possibilities of
showcasing my expertise!

After spending time in Suzy's energy
your words will sound like fire, like who
you really were before the world told
you to be “quiet and nice”.

Soon after our call together, I used the
messaging we'd created in an informal
call with a potential client, and the
client immediately wanted to work with
me. Anyone wanting to revamp their
messaging and experience quick results,
should look no further than Suzy!

After I combined my visibility strategies
with her deep-dive messaging work, I
was able to launch myself back to 5figure months after maternity leave
with ease. Once you work with her, you’ll
have words and language that
powerfully activate the souls of your
dream clients and just CLICK. In a
sentence, Suzy's magic. Work with her!
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Client Love

Voice Magic: Two Week Intensive

Perfect If You Want To —

Go deeper and have more 1:1 time and access to me than the Creative Fire Ignite packages provide for.

→ This container is essentially where we can create up to a year’s worth of transformational messaging breakthroughs
for you in just two weeks, enabling you to uplevel your messaging across your entire business and for ALL of your offers.

In the Two Week Intensive, we’ll do everything that’s possible in the Creative Fire Ignite
package, but we’ll also have more time and space to do additional things like…
- Outline in detail how to talk about your unique framework / process in a way that sounds super sexy, unique,
and authoritative, and also makes your process seem clear and concrete. And YES - we can do this even if the way
you work is actually highly bespoke, complicated, or intuitive (no worries - one of my gifts is for distilling complex
information into tangible but beautiful language that honors the nuance and depth of what you do!)
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And/or also...

Voice Magic: Two Week Intensive
- Pull back the veil on who you really are and the power of your soul gifts, supporting you to release
everything that’s no longer aligned in your messaging and offers. This usually involves liberating your
authentic voice, bringing awareness to key wounds around your self-expression in order to spark healing,
and powerfully reigniting your creative spark, so you walk away more inspired than ever to write and
speak up about your magic, gifts, and inimitable brilliance.

- Go deeper into defining your perfect-fit client profile, giving you absolute clarity around who
EXACTLY you want to draw in (and also repel…) with your messaging. Then, providing you with detailed
ideas for the specific language, positioning, and stories / topics you can talk about across ALL of your
content and copy in order to draw in this more elevated, soul-aligned audience.
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Voice Magic: Two Week Intensive
Includes —
2 x 90 min Activation and Strategy Calls (valued at $3500)
These calls (usually scheduled 7-10 days apart) will be where we dive into whatever you need and want to discuss most.
Expect channeling, deep-dive strategy work, an abundance of powerful language, and lots of game-changing insights into
your voice, gifts, and soul purpose to come through.
In the first call, we’ll delve into who you are, where your deepest magic lies, clear any blocks around sharing your messaging
and offers, and activate the full power of your voice that's longing to come out. In the second call, we’ll go even deeper to
come up with plenty of concrete language and copy that you can repurpose elsewhere (think: website, sales pages, social
content...), plus an in-depth and 100% bespoke messaging strategy for you to move forward with.
You'll walk away with transformational clarity around ALL your messaging, your creative spark reignited, plus tons of copy,
language, and content ideas that will magnetize your dream clients while also feeling wholly aligned and true to YOU.
Afterward, you’ll receive video recordings and transcripts of the calls, plus a Masterdoc with my notes from our sessions.
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Voice Magic: Two Week Intensive
Also includes —
Two Weeks of 1:1 Voxer Access (M-F, 10AM-4PM) (valued at $2250)
This direct access to me is invaluable, as it enables you to share feedback, questions, new ideas, and any potential hesitations
with me, as the big transformations integrate in between our two calls and in the days afterward. You can also use your
Voxer access to me to have me quickly review any copy or content that you want my thoughts and feedback on, to ensure
that it fully honors your new and upgraded messaging.

Plus, you’ll receive these amazing BONUSES —
Million-dollar Messaging, Client Clarity, and Life-Mapping Exercises (valued at $597) —
You'll receive the full suite of my most potent messaging questions (clients often tell me nobody’s EVER asked them
questions like these before!) to complete before our call, to ensure we 100% capture the essence of who you are, the power of
your work, the uniqueness of your story and positioning, and do justice to all of it in the messaging that we weave for you.

Pre-call Sales Copy, Website Copy + Social Profiles Review (valued at $397) —
This enables me to see where you’re currently at with everything, and to give you clear recommendations for moving forward.
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Voice Magic: Two Week Intensive
30-minute Channeled Soul Gift Reading (valued at $888)
This reading takes place before our second call together, and is where I channel any messages from your guides that want to
come through around who you are, your gifts, your soul purpose, and what needs to be claimed, released, and/or talked
about more as you step into who you’re truly meant to be and show up as.

NINETY days of access to my full Messaging Masterclass Library (valued at $1997) —
This INCREDIBLE library includes over a dozen video trainings on web copy, sales copy, launch emails, selling via social
media, claiming your thought leader message, communicating your unique framework and process, planning your welcome
sequence emails, speaking powerfully to your ideal clients’ desires, outlining the benefits of your work in a way that resonates
deeply with your dream customers, nourishing your inspiration, selling on livestream, and MORE!

Access to my Copywriting Resource Vault (valued at $897) —
This includes some of my most-beloved copy assets, including: The Benefits That Blow Them Away Cheatsheet, The Soul’ed
Out Social Inspiration Swipe File, The Knock Their Socks Off Media Bio Templates, Million-Dollar Messaging Brand Voice
Book, Eye-Grabbing Copy Formula Blueprint, and Tagline Inspiration Swipe File!
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Valued at: $10 526 . Actual investment: $4444
Pay in Full or 2 x monthly payments of $2222

,

Client Love

Before I worked with Suzy, my
messaging was out of date for where I
was in my business, and felt like a very
watered down and insipid version of me.
Since our work together, my posts have
had FIRE! I'm able to talk about the
process I walk clients through without it
feeling structured or like a formula (this
has given me life!) and when I sent out
an email to my list promoting two new
1:1 spots using the messaging Suzy and I
created, I sold THREE without even a
sales call, giving me a £15K week!.

Jen Walthers

I'd tried to learn how to create effective
copy from other programs, but always
felt like I didn't fit into their cookiecutter formulas. What a relief to work
with Suzy and feel understood and seen!
Now, my messaging is so clear and
magnetic! I'm writing less but people are
reaching out to work with me more -- my
workshops have filled up and I've
doubled my number of 1-1 clients. It's a
shocking kind of magic actually -- I write
something on social or to my list... and
people just reach out to work with me!

Orly Wachter

I hadn't updated my messaging for
years and knew it was time to refine my
words, add fire to my voice, and speak
to an elevated version of my ideal client.
I loved everything about the process of
working with Suzy! She helped me put
compelling words to my methodology
and unearth my thought leader
message. I felt cared for from the
moment I signed up until the final email.
Our calls were magic, the Voxer support
was a game changer, and I felt so
understood in ways I never have before!
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Emma-Louise Parkes

Client Love

Finding someone who inspires me to
WANT to write copy is unheard of! I’ve
always loved to write, but have felt so
much pressure and stress with copy.
Since working with Suzy, I believe in my
own expression of my work so much
more. She has an intuitive ability to tap
into what motivates ME, and guided me
to a soul-aligned place where I can not
only hear, but also SPEAK my truth
and desires. This has brought a deeper
connection, drawing in more of my soul
clients. She's been such a gift for me!

Elisa Canali

In my first month of working with Suzy, I
sold a quarter of a million dollars! Suzy
helped me to own the sh*t out of my
voice and message, and encouraged me
to show up as ME, instead of trying to
people-please or be the “good girl”.
Our work together activated my voice
and helped me pour fire into all my
messaging. Plus, the copy she channeled
for me has helped me sell out three
high-ticket group programs (and
counting...!), and the caliber of women
we have attracted was next level!

Damaly Shepherd

Working with Suzy was like working with
a fortune teller! She saw so many things
I couldn't yet. It was an amazing
experience and absolutely worth the
investment.
She guided me to get so much clearer
on who I am, my ideal clients, and HOW
I help them. It’s made getting on sales
calls a breeze and helped me close so
many 1:1 packages! I'm grateful to Suzy
for seeing what I was stepping into and
helping me claim it, in words that truly
land with people I LOVE working with.
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Lauren Levine

Discounted À La Carte Sessions
For Past Clients
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These are available to former clients who have done one of the above packages with me or
other 1:1 / group work. They're PERFECT if you want —
A laser-focused messaging strategy session for the upcoming launch of an offer or
program, to position your messaging for maximum success
My expert help with copywriting and editing (this can involve me editing any copy that
you’ve created and / or writing and channeling new copy for your website, sales page,
emails etc. live over Zoom)
Fresh ideas for your messaging, copy, and/or offers as your business grows and evolves
Includes —
1 x 90 min Activation / Strategy / Writing Call (valued at $1750)
Pre-call Sales Copy, Website Copy + Social Profiles Review (valued at $397)

Valued at: $2147 Actual investment: $1250

Client Love
Kate Kayaian

I felt so much more confident AND
made the most launch revenue ever for
my group program after my work with
Suzy. She helped me create a sales
page that was light years better than
the one I'd made on my own!

At the start of my call with Suzy, I was
clueless about how to get everything out
of my head, and thought there was NO
WAY we could turn my draft copy into
a finished sales page! But when I hung
up, I looked at it all and I was amazed!

Our work together also opened my eyes
to how little of 'me' I was sharing and
how much improvement I could be
making to my day to day copy. Now, I'm
now on track to make six figures in
course sales alone this year!

Suzy's brain goes a million miles a
second and she's like a master sculptor
with a keyboard instead of a knife. She
chiseled my random blobs of text into
gorgeous copy right before my eyes,
and I ended up having a $40K launch!

Jennifer Gluckow

Suzy’s copy banked us multiple 5
figures in sales over a long weekend
and skyrocketed our mailing list
engagement!
Plus, her knack for offering high-level
messaging strategy, and ability to
identify powerful, relatable stories that
deeply connect with your audience is
incredible. Thanks to her help with
storytelling, I was also able to rock one
of the biggest onstage talks I’ve ever
given — it was a huge career moment!
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Sara J. Loureiro

CLIENT LOVE
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Next Steps:

Wanna talk about which package would be best for you or chat
more to make sure this would be a good fit?

Get in touch via the following methods:
Email: suzy@suzycater.com
Voxer: @suzy_cater

Instagram DM: www.instagram.com/suzy_cater
Facebook DM: www.facebook.com/suzy.e.cater
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If you want to hop on Zoom to talk, we can also make that happen - reach out to me via one of
the platforms above, and we’ll set up a call!

Already feeling a “HELL YES!” about one of the packages here?
Contact me via any of the methods above and I’ll confirm that you’re a good fit for your chosen
package. If everything looks good, I’ll send you over a payment link and contract, and then we
can get this party STARTED!
Currently booking for Spring and Summer 2022. Limited 1:1 spots available.

Ready to light a fire in your copy and content?
Because darling, it’s time to show up uninhibited.
To shed the belief that you have to follow other people's RULES to succeed.
To stop hiding your gifts and your genius... and to speak words that pour straight
from your soul.
I know that you were born with a big, loud voice — and when you came into this
world, you shouted and yelled and roared with it.

I'm here to activate the power of that big, loud voice, so you can use it to
speak up full-throated about the message that lights you up — the way you
were always meant to, before the world taught you to hush and hold back.

Suzy xo
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